RSB is the world’s most trusted, valued and peer reviewed sustainable bio materials organisation that offers advisory, membership and certification services for the sector on a global scale.

RSB, its members, partners and certified projects represent best practice in sustainability and drive the development of the bioeconomy for a better world.

Our advisory services help you develop and implement the necessary systems to achieve environmental and social sustainability in your business or bio-based projects.

TYPE OF ADVISORY SERVICES

- Preparation for certification
- Market analysis
- GHG Calculations
- Stakeholder consultation
- Strategic & Policy Advice
- Chain of custody
- Sourcing feedstocks
- Risk assessments

TARGET AUDIENCE

Our advisory services are ideal for businesses, investors, institutions, development agencies, NGOs who want to apply robust and trusted sustainability principles to their policies, bio-based projects, and business operations, or who just require technical expertise to manage risks and make decisions.

HOW WE DO IT?

We offer a combination of training (in person or webinars), strategic and technical advice, research, and continuous hands-on implementation.

GET IN TOUCH

Contact us at info@rsb.org to discuss your needs, and we will provide you with a tailored advisory services proposal. RSB Members enjoy special rates.

WHY RSB?

RSB enjoys wide NGO support, is aligned with the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and is recognised by the EU Renewable Energy Directive.

RSB ENABLES YOU TO:

- Mitigate risk and increase shareholder confidence
- Respond to the demand from the aviation sector
- Give the consumer confidence that your biomaterials respect the environment and people’s rights
- Demonstrate that your GHG savings are real
- Be a pioneer in seeking sustainable solutions for a new generation of products that are free of fossil fuel
- Access the incentivised European biofuels market